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What is Information Retrieval?

This presentation was developed by Ricardo Campos, Professor of ICT of the Polytechnic Institute of 
Tomar and researcher of LIAAD - INESC TEC. Part of the slides used in this presentation were adapted 
from presentations found in internet and from reference bibliography:

• https://monkeylearn.com/blog/text-cleaning/

• https://towardsdatascience.com/text-preprocessing-with-nltk-9de5de891658

• https://towardsdatascience.com/text-normalization-for-natural-language-processing-nlp-70a314bfa646

• https://towardsdatascience.com/introduction-to-natural-language-processing-for-text-df845750fb63

https://monkeylearn.com/blog/text-cleaning/
https://towardsdatascience.com/text-preprocessing-with-nltk-9de5de891658
https://towardsdatascience.com/text-normalization-for-natural-language-processing-nlp-70a314bfa646
https://towardsdatascience.com/introduction-to-natural-language-processing-for-text-df845750fb63
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Please refer to the following when using this presentation:

Campos, Ricardo. (2022). Information Extraction & NLP. . 49 slides. 

A .ppt version of this presentation can be provided upon request by sending an email to [ricardo.campos@ipt.pt]
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Raw text
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Extra newlines removal
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What is Information Retrieval?

Clean text is human language rearranged into a format that machine models can understand. Text 
cleaning can be performed using simple Python code that eliminates stopwords, removes unicode
words, and simplifies complex words to their root form.

Cleaning of data depends on the type of data and if the data is textual then it is more vital to clean 

the data. However, the steps of processing the textual data depend on the use cases. For example, in 

sentiment analysis, we don’t need to remove emojis or emoticons from the text as they convey the 

sentiment of the text.



What is Information Retrieval?

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: \nCrimeia Fonte: SIC Foto do dia \xa0 \xa0 \xa0 \xa0 \xa0 \xa0 \xa0 Eleições na Índia 

What you need to perform here is the removal of “\n” and of Unicode errors (lowercasing would be 
an option too)

Output: Crimeia Fonte: SIC Foto do dia Eleições na Índia
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• HTML Removal

• Extra newlines removal

• Accented chars removal

• Unicode errors removal

• URLs, Emails, Phone Numbers, Numbers; Currency_Symbols; Punctuation removal

• Special Chars removal

• Roman numerals removal

• Contractions removal

• Stopwords removal

• Emojis removal



What is Information Retrieval?

HTML Stripping is the process of removing HTML tags, thus converting HTML string into a plain text 

string

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: "<title>Centro de Computa&ccedil;&atilde;o Cient&iacute;fica</title>"

Output: 'Centro de Computação Científica'

To extract text from HTML we can make use of the beautiful soup library



What is Information Retrieval?

This step enables to remove multiple line breaks.

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: \n\n\n\n\nCentro de Computação Científica

Output: 'Centro de Computação Científica'

To remove extra new lines we make use of the clean text library



What is Information Retrieval?

This step enables to remove accented chars.

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: Sómě Áccěntěd těxt

Output: Some Accented text'

To remove accented chars we make use of the clean text library



What is Information Retrieval?

This step enables to remove Unicode errors.

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: \nCrimeia Fonte: SIC Foto do dia \xa0 \xa0 \xa0 \xa0 \xa0 \xa0 \xa0 Eleições na Índia 

Output: Crimeia Fonte: SIC Foto do dia Eleições na Índia

To remove Unicode errors we make use of the clean text library



What is Information Retrieval?

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: http://www.google.pt ; mail@sapo.pt ; +35196432324 ; 123 ; 1234€ ;

Output: <URL> <EMAIL> +<PHONE> <NUMBER> <NUMBER><CUR>

To remove these items we make use of the clean text library

This step enables to remove urls, emails, phone numbers, numbers, currency symbols, punctuation 

or to replace them with a tag



What is Information Retrieval?

This step enables to remove special chars.

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: Ł˛%ºŒªºfifl

Output:

Special chars can be removed by regular expressions. In Python, one can also make use of the 

maketrans (https://www.programiz.com/python-programming/methods/string/maketrans) methods, 

a static method that creates a one to one mapping of a character to its translation/replacement.

https://www.programiz.com/python-programming/methods/string/maketrans


What is Information Retrieval?

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: I.I.I. Portugal;

Output: Portugal

To remove these items we make use of regular expressions

This step enables to remove roman numerals



What is Information Retrieval?

This step enables to remove English contractions.

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: Y'all can't expand contractions I'd think

Output: You all cannot expand contractions I would think

To remove English contractions we make use of the contractions library



What is Information Retrieval?

Language is rich and varied, but predictable;

Some words will occur much more frequently than others;

The significance of a word depends on its frequency in the document;

Some frequent words will be common in the description of an event, but others will be 
characteristic of that event;



What is Information Retrieval?

With a stop list, you exclude from the dictionary the commonest words. Intuition: They have little 
semantic content: determiners (the, a), prepositions (on, above), conjunction (and, but).



What is Information Retrieval?

With a stop list, you exclude from the dictionary the commonest words. Intuition: They have little 
semantic content: determiners (the, a), prepositions (on, above), conjunction (and, but).
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There are a lot of them (they are unimportant because they are frequent in every document)



What is Information Retrieval?

Using a stop list significantly reduces the 
number of postings that a system has to 
store; But turns your solution into language 
dependent (language needs to be detected)

Reuters-RCV1

Vocabulary Index

number % number %

unfiltered 484,494 197,879,290

no numbers 473,723 -2% 179,158,204 -9%

case folding 391,523 -19% 179,158,204 -9%

30 stop words 391,493 -19% 121,857,825 -38%

150 stop words 391,373 -19% 94,516,599 -52%

Stop word elimination used to be standard in older IR systems (The 
earliest systems used stopword lists of 200-300 terms). BUT!!
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But the trend is away from doing this:

- Good compression techniques means the space for including stopwords in a system is very small-
so removing them not a big deal 

You need them for:

- Phrase queries: “King of Denmark”

- Various song/books titles, etc.: “Let it be”, “To be or not to be”

- Relational queries: “flights to London” vrs “flight from London” 
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Thus, web search engines generally do not use stop lists (results are better when using them…see 
picture on the left). Use compression techniques and (possibly) ignore them at query-time if they 
seem unimportant;
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Suppose you get the following text:

Input: The, and, if are stopwords, computer is Not

Output: , , stopwords , computer

To remove stopwords we make use of the nltk library



What is Information Retrieval?

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: 🤔🙈 me, se

Output: me, se

To remove emojis we make use of the clean text library.

However, to replace them with a tag we the demoji library

This step enables to remove emojis or to replace them with a tag
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Tweets are one of the most common forms of communication by these days. Pre-processing a tweet, 

however, involves some specific steps due to the nature of the text itself. A tweet may have not only 

emojis, but also hashtags, user identification, etc.

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: RT Preprocessor is #awesome 👍 https://github.com/s/preprocessor :) @TwitterSupport 1994!

Output: Preprocessor is !

To pre-process tweets we make use of the tweet-processor library

https://pypi.org/project/tweet-preprocessor/


What is Information Retrieval?

Text normalization is a pre-processing step aimed at improving the quality of the text and making it 

suitable for machines to process.

When we normalize text, we attempt to 

reduce its randomness, bringing it closer to 

a predefined “standard”. This helps us to 

reduce the amount of different information 

that the computer has to deal with, and 

therefore improves efficiency. 
https://devopedia.org/text-normalization

https://devopedia.org/text-normalization


What is Information Retrieval?

For example, U.S.A. becomes USA, Product, product and products become product; naïve becomes 
naive; $400 becomes 400 dollars; +7 (800) 123 1231 becomes 0078001231231; 25 June 2015 and 
25/6/15 become 2015-06-25; and so on 



What is Information Retrieval?

Much of these steps can be done by using text cleaning procedures. Others involve a few  different 
steps as is the case of:

• Lowercasing

• Stemming

• Lemmatization

• Synonyms



What is Information Retrieval?

Reduce all letters to lower case. It means standardizing capitalization so that machine models don’t 

group capitalized words (CAT) as different from their lowercase counterparts (cat).



What is Information Retrieval?

Reduce all letters to lower case. It means standardizing capitalization so that machine models don’t 

group capitalized words (CAT) as different from their lowercase counterparts (cat).

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: CAT

Output: cat

To remove these items we make use of the clean text library



What is Information Retrieval?

The goal of normalization techniques like stemming and lemmatization ((language dependent 
solutions)) is to reduce inflectional forms and sometimes derivationally related forms of a word to a 
common base form.

Stemming is the process of reducing the words to their word stem or root form. The objective of 

stemming is to reduce related words to the same stem even if the stem is not a dictionary word. For 

example, jumps, jumped, jumping word reduce to a common word “jump”.
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Applied to reduce grammatically related words to the same form so they will match;

Reuters-RCV1

Vocabulary Index

number % number %

unfiltered 484,494 197,879,290

no numbers 473,723 -2% 179,158,204 -9%

case folding 391,523 -19% 179,158,204 -9%

30 stop words 391,493 -19% 121,857,825 -38%

150 stop words 391,373 -19% 94,516,599 -52%

stemming 322,383 -33% 94,516,599 -52%
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Helps many applications like classifying or clustering text, and even in information retrieval. 
Search engines make use of such techniques extensively to give better and more accurate 
results irrespective of the word form.

word-stem contains the important ‘semantics’…but it is a language-dependent solution;

The Porter algorithm is the most widely used for stemming English;
www.tartarus.org/~martin/PorterStemmer
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Stemming

Rule Example

SSESS →SS caresses → caress

IES → I ponies → poni

SS → SS caress → caress

S → cats → cat

What happened here? Words have been reduced, but some of them not to a real English word. 

Stemming refers to a crude heuristic process that chops off the ends of words in the hope of 

achieving this goal correctly most of the time. The result? Stemming a word or sentence may result in 

words that are not actual words.
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This happens because there are mainly two errors in stemming:

• Over-stemming: where a much larger part of a word is chopped off than what is required, which 

in turn leads to words being reduced to the same root word or stem incorrectly when they should 

have been reduced to more stem words. For example, the words “university” and “universe” that 

get reduced to “univers”.

• Under-stemming: occurs when two or more words could be wrongly reduced to more than one 

root word when they actually should be reduced to the same root word. For example, the words 

“data” and “datum” that get reduced to “dat” and “datu” respectively (instead of the same stem 

“dat”).
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Stemming

Rule Example

SSESS →SS caresses → caress

IES → I ponies → poni

SS → SS caress → caress

S → cats → cat

To apply stemming we make use of the nltk library. In particular, we make use of the snowball stemer, 

an improved version of the porter algorithm.
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Lemmatization is very similar to stemming, where we 
remove word affixes to get to the base form of a word. 
However, the base form in this case is known as the root 
word, but not the root stem. The difference being that 
the root word is always a lexicographically correct word 
(present in the dictionary), but the root stem may not be 
so. Thus, root word, also known as the lemma, will 
always be present in the dictionary. 

Lemmatization

Example

studying, study, studies, studied → study

good, better → good

cats, cat, kitty→ cat

To apply stemming we make use of the nltk library
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• Stemming reduces word-forms to stems in order to reduce size, whereas lemmatization reduces 

the word-forms to linguistically valid lemmas. For example, the stem of the word ‘happy’ is 

‘happi’, but its lemma is ‘happy’, which is linguistically valid.

• Lemmatization is usually more sophisticated and requires some sort of lexica. Stemming, on the 

other hand, can be achieved with simple rule-based approaches.

• A stemmer operates on a single word without knowledge of the context, and cannot discriminate 

between words which have similar/different meanings depending on part of speech. For example, 

the word ‘better ’ has ‘good’ as its lemma. This link is missed by stemming, as it shows ‘bet’ as the 

stem.
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This is rather more complex.): car or automobile, Color or colour? 

• When the document contains automobile, index it under car-automobile (and vice-versa) 

• When the query contains automobile, look under car as well

• Use word embeddings

• Use thesauri to handle synonyms; In contrast to a dictionary, which provides definitions for 
words, a thesaurus lists words grouped together according to similarity of meaning. WordNet® 
is a large lexical database of English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets 
of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. WordNet has been used as a 
thesaurus for various information retrieval tasks (including word sense disambiguation). Demo: 
http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
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Text processing a document implies scanning a document and transforming it into a “bag of words”

In computer science, this process is known as tokenization (aka lexical parsing), the process of 
segmenting running text into sentences and words (a delimited string of characters). In essence, it’s 
the task of cutting a text into pieces called tokens. It usually involves two steps:

- Sentence segmentation

- Tokenization

Palmer DD (2007) Chapter 2: Tokenisation and sentence segmentation. In: Handbook of natural 
language processing. https://tm-town-nlp-resources.s3.amazonaws.com/ch2.pdf

https://tm-town-nlp-resources.s3.amazonaws.com/ch2.pdf
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Coding a Sentence Segmentation model can be as simple as splitting apart sentences whenever 
you see a punctuation mark. In English and some other languages, we can split apart the sentences 
whenever we see a punctuation mark.

However, even in English, this problem is not trivial due to the use of full stop character for 
abbreviations (e.g., Mr. Smith). Thus, modern NLP pipelines often use more complex techniques. In 
many cases, we use libraries to do that job for us, so don’t worry too much for the details for now.

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: Mr. Smith is computer scientist. He lives in London.

Output: [Mr. Smith is computer scientist.; He lives in London.]

To proceed with sentence segmentation we make use of the nltk and of spacy library
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“Tokenization is the process of breaking a stream of text up into words, phrases, symbols, or other 
meaningful elements called tokens.”

Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tokenization_(lexical_analysis)
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Word tokenization (also called word segmentation) is the problem of dividing a string of written 
language into its component words. In English and many other languages using some form of Latin 
alphabet, space is a good approximation of a word divider. However, we still an have problems if we 
only split by space to achieve the wanted results.

Hewlett-Packard → Hewlett  and Packard as one or two tokens?

San Francisco → one or two tokens? How to decide?

Chinese and Japanese have no spaces between words:莎拉波娃现在居住在美国东南部的佛罗里达。

Arabic (or Hebrew) is basically written right to left, but with certain items like numbers written left to
right
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In most cases, we use a library to achieve the wanted results, so again don’t worry too much for the 
details.

Suppose you get the following text:

Input: Apple is looking at buying U.K. startup for $1 billion.

Output: [Apple; is; looking; at; buying; U.K.; startup; for; $; 1; billion; .]

To proceed with sentence segmentation we make use of the nltk and of 

spacy library
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“n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items from a given sequence of text (…)”
Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N-gram

The simplest n-gram model is the unigram (single tokens).

n-gram models can be unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, four-grams, etc.
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